SUPERFLUOUS TO THE WORLD: Cruelty and Carceral Logics
presented by Catherine Kellogg

ABSTRACT
Hannah Arendt’s analysis of the ease with which people can be cut apart from their social and political fabrics—being made “superfluous to the world”—is one of the reasons for the recent renewed interest in her Origins of Totalitarianism. In this presentation I use her analysis of the production of “abstract nakedness” to foreground two questions. First, can her analysis of the “slow production of living corpses” align with the term “cruel” that recurs in legal descriptions of the limits to legitimate punishment? Second, can her analysis of social death and its cruelties help us understand the “logic of elimination” that characterizes the dispossession of Indigenous peoples in settler colonies? My argument is that carceral is the logic of the prison exploding out; the logic governing those incarcerated is increasingly the logic for those outside of the walls of the prison.
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LAND, AGRICULTURE, AND THE CARCERAL: The Territorializing Function of Penitentiary Farms
presented by Kelly Struthers Montford

ABSTRACT
This presentation provides a historical analysis of Canadian penitentiary farms that have tasked prisoners with the raising, slaughtering, and processing of farmed animals. Instead of representing a rehabilitative ideal, I argue that penitentiary farms have functioned as a means of prison expansion and settler territorialization that produce carceral and agricultural power as beneficial, inevitable, and benevolent. While support for agricultural programming is rooted in its perceived benefits to rehabilitation and vocational training, I show that these justifications are untenable and reproduce settler colonial power relations. The logic of animal agriculture—in which farmed animals are the legal property of humans and are always already scheduled for death—prescribes a specific mode of relating to animals that precludes emotional and compassionate relationships as well as reproduces colonial relationships to animals, labour, and territory.
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